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Maternal and neonatal risk factors for childhood type 1 diabetes: a matched case-control study

Lynn Robertson and Kirsten Harrild

We thank you for the opportunity of formatting our manuscript. We have addressed formatting points in a revised manuscript and provide below a summary of formatting changes made.

References: please provide a functioning link to website
http://www.diabetesinscotland.org.uk/Publications/Scottish%20Diabetes%20Survey%202007%20final.PDF
I am unable to provide a functioning link to this document. The link has been removed. The Scottish Diabetes Survey is widely and freely available online.

Affiliations: Please remember to include the country in the affiliation details.
This has now been included.

Abstract: please remove the key words and abbreviations from the abstract.
Now removed.

Introduction: please rename this section 'Background'.
Section name changed to ‘Background’.

Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting and tracking from the manuscript.
All tracking has now been removed.

Tables- please remove the visible vertical lines from your tables.
Vertical lines now removed.

References: the reference list should contain up to 30 authors names for each citation. The term et al. should not be used if there are fewer than 30 authors.
References have been amended.

Typography:
1. Added a space before the reference: p7, 2nd line; p11, 2nd para; p12, 1st para; p13, 2nd para and last para; and p15, 2nd para.
2. Removed extra line at the start of the page: p10, p15, p20.
3. Changed – to , for the CI on p13, last para.